
Junior Software Engineer 

Odorheiu Secuiesc, HR, Romania 

What is Invevo? 

Invevo is a SaaS Financial CRM that enables some of the worlds largest businesses to 
increase revenue, mitigate risk, reduce costs and manage customers. 

How We Work 

 Functional Programming with Kotlin, for code that is easier to reason about 

 A system built as Microservices, orchestrated via Kubernetes and hosted in Azure 

 Domain-Driven Design, to partition services into Bounded Contexts 

 An Event-Driven Architecture with Kafka, enabling an Event Sourcing approach 

 An infrastructure built automatically via Terraform 

 A modern Micro-frontend website built with React 

 Continuous Deployment, to release changes daily 

 Small, cross-functional, DevOps teams working with Pair Programming 

 A focus on Automation to reduce Cycle Time 

 A focus on Stability through TDD, Observability and Alerting 

 A philosophy of KISS (Keep it simple, stupid!) 

The Ideal Candidate 

 Has a good level of competence in an object-oriented or functional programming 
language 

 Works well in a team, guiding and collaborating with other engineers 

 Is open-minded to new ideas and approaches 

 Is passionate about creating quality code and software 

 Is driven and always looking for ways to improve both themselves and Invevo 

Why Work for Invevo? 

 A €20k starting salary, with annual salary reviews 
 Work with cutting-edge technology, and a team eager to find even better 

approaches 

 Take that next step - our start-up mentality gives you of opportunity to grow 

 A friendly and social culture means you enjoy coming to work  

 Free travel to London and Manchester to keep you in sync with your team-mates 
and let you enjoy social events together 

 Benefits like flexible working, gym memberships, social events and more 
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